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Humans, Autonomy and Safety Challenges for 
eVTOLs
•  Current Aviation Safety Issues
•  Flight Crew Requirements
•  Transition to Autonomy
•  eVTOL operations research
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External fatalities [Total 231]
Onboard fatalities [Total 4774]
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LOC-I Loss of  Control – In f light 
MAC Midair/Near Midair Collision
OTHR Other
RAMP Ground Handling
RE Runway Excursion (Takeof f  or Landing)
RI-VAP Runway Incursion – Vehicle, Aircraf t or Person
SCF-NP System/Component Failure (Non-Powerplant)
SCF-PP System/Component Failure (Powerplant)
UNK Unknown or Undetermined
USOS Undershoot/Overshoot
WSTRW Windshear or Thunderstorm
Note:  Principal categories as assigned by CAST.
*  Does not include Air France 447 (228) or Colgan Air 3407 (50) 11 Events
225 (0)
Fatalities by CAST/ICAO Common Taxonomy Team (CICTT) 
Aviation Occurrence Categories
Fatal Accidents œWorldwide Commercial Jet Fleet œ2001 Through 2010
Recent increase in opportunities for major trauma: 
uncontained engine failure, explosion, bird or drone strike 
ICAO/CAST,	2015	
Controlled Flight into 
Terrain 
Runway Excursion + 
abnormal runway 
contact 
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Loss of Control/Energy Management
Diversity in eVTOL design and operational paradigms 
From VTOL to eVTOL Workshop, May 24, 
2018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Who will pilot the eVTOLs?
•  Long-term vision is no onboard pilot
•  Short-term will require pilots
•  Regional Airlines are cancelling flights and routes 
due to pilot shortage
•  At least one airline failure is blamed on pilot shortage
•  Training is a challenge
•  Majority trained by military
•  Diﬃcult for civilian helicopter training schools to stay in 
business. Some helicopter training schools are closing due to 
lack of instructors (part 61) (How many 141 helicopter schools 
are there? Any?
•  Civil airlines are transitioning helicopter pilots for 121 airlines
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Objective: To develop guidance technology that helps 
pilots efficiently recover from stall. 
•  Developed algorithms that use flight dynamics to 
determine scenario/aircraft specific recovery guidance. 
•  Integrated guidance and Boeing/LaRC/ARC developed 
GTM aircraft model (with extended stall envelope) into 
the Vertical Motion Simulator (VMS) at Ames. 
•  Designed experiment with FAA and AFRC pilot feedback. 
•  Tested the guidance across four scenarios, simulating 
different stall entry conditions: 
–  High altitude full stall 
–  Final approach, descending 
–  Low altitude with initial bank 
–  Low altitude with bank and excessive nose-up trim 
•  30 commercial pilots from multiple carriers, and 10 
NASA AFRC test pilots participated. 
•  Received overall positive feedback, and quantitative 
results.  
–  In particular, with almost no training the guidance helped pilots avoid 
secondary aerodynamic stalls in their recoveries at high altitude. 
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Examining	AircraA	Capabili3es	
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Flight Crew Performance Research
23	publica3ons	*	5	journal	ar3cles	listed	on	“most	read”	list	
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Operating in Urban Environments
From VTOL to eVTOL Workshop, May 24, 
2018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Some issues:
•  Required Navigation/Actual 
Navigation Performance
•  Environmental Conditions
•  Traﬃc Detection and 
Avoidance
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Summary
•  This is just a sample of some Human – Automation Interaction 
Challenges for eVTOLs
•  Humans will remain important components of complex systems
•  Successful eﬀorts going forward will be those that wrap new machine 
intelligence capabilities around human competencies in order to get the most 
out of each
•  There are new safety challenges for operation of eVTOLs
•  Current safety issues will still be relevant
•  There is a need to reduce requirements for pilot expertise, skill and 
proficiency 
•  Behavior across highly-integrated, dynamic and tightly coupled  
systems is a research challenge
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Operational Sim Capabilities for eVTOLs
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Current Aircraft Automation Issues 
Assessment: 
Highly interconnected 
and integrated airplane 
systems 
Recent increase in opportunities for 
major trauma: uncontained engine 
failure, explosion, bird or drone 
strike 
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Readiness Level
100%	
Pilot	
100%	
Automa3on	
Shared	
Func3on	
Assess	Level	of	Maturity	of	Automa3on	to		
Replace	Pilot/Controller	Func3on	
Bowles,	2017	
